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The national (and worldwide) fusion effort is expanding at a

rapid rate trying to turn what are basically research configurations into

commercial reactors in spite of what may be fundamental impracticalities.

This is not an original theme. Howard Drew of Texas Electric

has spoken along this line and I suspect other electric utility people

have the same concern. Don't give us a fusion white elephant.

Need for Fusion

Fusion appears to be coming on the scene at a time when the

need for power generation options was never greater. I have heard that

a broadcasting network producer planning a show en fusion was finding

that the electric utility industry has a very low level of interest in

fusion. In my mind, nothing could be farther from the truth. We need

the fusion option.

There are many energy sources besides fusion which can provide

supplemental but not the bulk of future base electric energy. New hydro

can provide some. New geothermal can provide some. Winds can provide

some. And I would put solar electricity in the supplemental category.

It can provide some electric energy but not the bulk. I think solar

electricity will be limited because of its high cost, its low value as

firm generating capacity, and the difficulties in raising rates to cover

its full ccst including replacement capacity and to attract the necessary

investment.

The bulk of additional electric energy must come from oils coal,

and fission converter reactors in the near term, and fission and fusion

reactors in the longer term- DJQTBID V\~
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Non-fusion sources are technically capable of providing future

energy needs, but I am not optimistic about being able to expand

them fast enough. If, for any of a number of different causes, fission

reactors such as breeders do not keep up with the need for them, a short-

fall in electric energy supply will eventually result. Fusion can give

us the long term energy supply insurance we need - _if fusion is good

enough.

That "if" is a tall order for fusion. What we don't need from

fusion is what we appear to be getting - huge, complicated nuclear plants

that will probably cost $10 billion each and require restructuring the energy

industry to provide and use them. We don't need another big (or bigger)

nuclear reactor with many of the same siting, licensing, investment capital,

lead time, and public-political relations problems as a fission reactor.

That would not be a real energy option.

What we do need is something different enough from other nuclear

reactors that it constitutes a real option. Wa need something that can

be handled in small enough bites that it does not require restructuring the

energy supply and energy utility businesses. Ideally, it should be different

enough that it has a good image - something many people perceive as being

good; that is, responsive to whatever public-political concerns exist at

the moment. The technical economical best fusion reactor won't do UP a

bit of good if public servants acting in what they believe to be the public

interest won't let anyone build it.

This country needs to orient its fusion program more toward

turning fusion into a real energy option and not just another nuclear

reactor. Except for fission, what other long term bulk energy option

is the're, really?

The Fusion Option

Just how much of an option is fusion? At the moment, it's no

option at all. Fusion research has made tremendous strides. Those involved

deserve high praise for what they have been able to accomplish in such a

formidable technics! undertaking. I have the greatest respect and admiration

for fusion research people and particularly for those who direct the work.
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However, the simple faces of the matter are that the conceptual designs

coming out of the research have not only technical uncertainties but have

a long way to go to satisfy the need for an energy option.

It is possible that a fusion reactor anyone in -this country is

going to want to buy is yet to be invented. However, it seems more

probable that pieces and ideas for a practical fusion reactor exist but

have yet to be assembled into self consistent reactor concepts and their

technical gaps closed.

A technical objective of fusion research is to create the rough

equivalent of a miniature sun if not continuously then at least long

enough to get some net energy from fusion of light nuclei. Research tends

to be guided by success of specific concepts toward such an objective.

It's hard to argue with success. However, if your objective is to find

a Northwest Passage, successfully following an East-flowing river may not

get you there. A chain of technical successes with a concept which in

the end is too big, too leaky, or too long may not lead the research to

where you need to get.

Once a momentum builds up, it is hard to go back and pick up

a missing trail. The technical goals become more sharply focused and the

shortcomings as an energy option get set aside for future attention.

The arrows from Point A to Point B on Figure 1 illustrate steps

along a concept-oriented path leading upward toward technical success at

the top. Desirability as an energy option is toward the right. Nearness

of technical success toward the end tends to throw the full weight of

effort into achieving technical success even though this may require

something so extreme as to diminish attractiveness as an energy option.

Once Point B is reached, the undertaking may have become too extreme to

make pursuit of the trail to Point C i -actical.

A different course is indicate 1 by the arrows from Point Y to

Point Z. This keeps progress directed toward the goal of an energy option

during the pursuit of technical goals. It may represent a technically
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difficult and uncertain course but the end point is likely to be a better

energy option if it can be achieved at all.

The point to be made from this exercise is stated at the top

of the figure: "Proving something is technically achievable in a config-

uration that is not attractive as an energy option might not get you any-

where." It may make interesting science and permit plasma study. But it

may also be a little like an Eskimo studying the flame from a candle while

he freezes to death. As a minimum, it could prove to be a very costly

diversion in time and money.

There was a time when pursuing technical goals at the expense

of application objectives was clearly the right approach for fusion. Now,

however, proving fusion will work is not as great a concern as it once was

and turning fusion into something useful has taken on greater importance.

State of Fusion Technology

Fusion research has made great technical strides with several

basic research configurations or concepts which are illustrated in Figure 2.

Shown are:

(1) toroids such as tokamaks

(2) linear magnetic wells, such as mirror machines

(3) pinch devices and solenoids

(4) multipoles, and

(5) laser and electron beam implosions.

This is an incomplete listing but will be adequate for present purposes.

Experimental tokamaks and mirror machines are now being designed

which are expected to be capable of achieving reactor-like plasmas. Some

of these should be operating by 1980 and the basic question, "will a fusion

reactor work?" should be answered in one or both of these configurations.

Theta pinches may not be far behind.

Solenoids, multipoles, cusps, and other configurations have added

substantially to the technological base but have not been operated at any-
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thing like reactor conditions. Laser implosions are routinely producing

neutrons of fusion origin in one laboratory but appear to have a very long

way to go to be in contention for non-military applications.

With all the technology now or soon to be available, the question

is how best to put it all together to satisfy both technical and application

objectives. Conceptual designs have been and are being made. Generally,

these efforts are a matter of turning research configurations that appear

to work into reactors. It is a concept oriented approach rath?r than need

criented.

The Spectrum of Fusion Reactor Targets

What kind of fusion reactor do we need? A counter question is

what kind of fusion reactor is there a reasonable chance of our being

able to get? There's no point in wishing for a fusion reactor for every

home if there is no reasonable chance of getting one. Thus, the only

kinds of fusion reactors we can reasonably at,]*, for are those which appear

possible and within reach.

Figure 3 shows several fusion reactor possibilities. The bottom

one is a deuterium-tritium fueled hybrid and the top one is an all-deuterium

fueled power reactor which derives the bulk of its net output from direct

conversion of plasma energy to electricity. Between the indicated extremes

are a variety of other possible fusion reactors such as D-T power reactors

and symbionts. (A hybrid is a fusion-driven fission-oreeder reactor. A

symbiont is a neutron producing fusion reactor used to produce fissile

uranium with fissioning suppressed - roughly equivalent to an enriching

plant but with thorium feed.)

In my view, a hybrid is a fission reactor and not a true fusion

energy option. However, it may be worth developing from the standpoint

of its being a better fission reactor and a first commercial step toward

a true fusion energy option. The hybrid is a big subject by itself and

I don't wish to go into it here. Suffice it to say that if pursuit o£ a

hybrid results in bringing down the full weight of fission related difficulties

and public-political animosity on fusion or if it sends us off on a tangent
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like the East-flowing river away from a true fusion energy option, then

it could be a very costly diversion in time and money and could rob us

of the option we seek, at least in any near time frame. I urge extreme

caution in pursuit of a hybrid. Perhaps its development should be left

largely in the hands of other nations.

The symbiont is also not a true fusion energy option. However,

its use does not require successful development and expansion of any new

fission ^eactor beyond advanced converters and it maintains fission-free

development of fusion reactors. If, because of short term expediency we

found ourselves at some future time with several hundred gigawatts of non-

breeder: fission reactors and inadequate breeding and fuel reserve capacity,

a symbi.ont could be very important in keeping the then existing non-breeders

going. Because it does not represent a substantial diversion from develop-

ment of a pure fusion energy option, I am an advocate of spinning it off as

a first commercial step toward pure fusion, if such a step is necessary and

can be made attractive.

Now before leaving the subject of hybrids and symbionts, I should

point out that the dividing line between the two may not be as sharp as

this has made it sound. There may be blends or compromises between the

two. Perhaps a hybrid can be conceived that gets around some of the

negative aspects of fission and is more of an option than the technically

best hybrid. Such possibilities need to be explored if they exist.

Figure 4 is a very rough illustration of plasma requirements for

the several fusion reactor possibilities shown on the previous figure.

The scale and exact location of the lines on the figure is immaterial for

present purposes. The lowest confinement and temperature requirement is

for the deuterium-tritium fueled hybrid and the most difficult requirements

shown are for an all-deuterium fueled power reactor which achieves net

electric output from direct conversion.

The dashed line at the lower left indicates the probable character-

istic of a modest sized tokamak operating in the general area shown and the
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arrows indicate the effect of increasing physical size. Notice that

increasing operating temperature reduces confinement. Other configurations

have different characteristics. For instance, mirror confinement is not

particularly hurt by high temperature and not particularly helped by

increasing size above a reasonable lower limit. But it might be too

leaky to work under almost any circumstances, except as a hybrid. Thus,

it may not be meaningful to show it on here but let's suppose its character-

istic is relatively flat as shown by the dashed line to the right. The

arrows on its line are as much a matter of overcoming effects of leakage

as of improving density-time product and have little to do with size.

One thl'-ig to notice here is that if the need for a fusion energy

option can be satisfied by a hybrid without too much concern about size, a

tokamak can get there. If size is important, a mirror-hybrid may be a

better fusion energy option.

But the emphasis of fusion development should be on the pure

fusion energy option. The figure indicates a very long road ahead for

basic pure fusion concepts just to satisfy the plasma requirements. If

breeding and handling blanket tritium add complexity and systems and

dictate increasing scale to achieve economy, the all-deuterium fueled

reactor may be required to satisfy the need for an energy option. The

figure indicates this is harder to achieve. To be fair, I should point

out that elimination of blanket tritium may not make a significant

dent in the tritium to be handled in the plant. However, I am not ready

to give up on seeking an option in which tritium formed in a deuterium-

fueled plasma is largely burned up as it is formed in the plasma.

Energy Option Potential of Basic Concepts

Looking beyond the technical requirements of the leading fusion

concepts, it appears the following obstacles stand in the way of their

attractiveness as energy options:

(1) Tokamaks have a size problem

(2) Mirrors have a leak problem

(3) Straight devices like linear theta pinches have a length problem



Point A on Figure 4 is indicative of the size problem of tokainaks

as they appear today. Point A corresponds roughly to the Soviet T-20

tokamak shown at the bottom of Figure 5. This is about the minimum size

for a tokamak hybrid power reactor with a circular minor cross section.

The T-20 facility could cost a billion dollars (in the 1985 $ plant cost

basi3 I currently tend to think in) if it were built in the U. S. A

hybrid power reactor built to those dimensions could cost substantially

more, and might produce just a few hundred electric megawatts.

It does not appear inherent that all toroids have to be that big

to have adequate confinement. A large part of the problem appears to be

the character of confinement versus temperature for the lokamak concept

itself. Questions that keep coming back to my mind are: if just the

experiments in the hybrid size are becoming so large they are a strain

for major nations like the U. S. and Soviet Union to commit, then what

users are pure fusion tokamak power reactors being developed for? Who

will manufacture and warrant them? Will they take forever to be developed?

The size problem of the tokamak must be overcome before it is

pursued beyond T-20 and the U. S. TFTR (a $215 million facility). The AIF

Fusion Committee may conclude much the same thing. If bigger and bigger

tokamaks follow, they threaten to bleed the rest of fusion development

dry for no purpose beyond technical satisfaction. In my opinion an

experimental fusion power reactor has got to be very close to a real

commercial power plant to be worth the $500 million oft-mentioned cost

of it.

I have picked on the tokamak because that is where perhaps

70% of the U. S. magnetic fusion money is going. The leak problem of

mirror machines and length problem of linear devices are just as devastating

to their attractiveness as energy options. Hybriding would enable the

mirror to live with its leak problem just as it would enable the tokamak

to live with its size problem. However, the more desirable types of fusion

reactors, pure fusion advanced fuels, and direct conversion net power, are

not in the picture as long as these shortcomings remain.
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Putting It All Together

I donFt think we should take the time to let fusion development

follow its concept oriented course to technical conclusion and then shift

toward shaping it into something useful. A better approach seems to me to

be to decide what is wanted and then see hew close we can come to putting

such a thing together and determine what research is needed to close the

technical gaps. Other nations, particularly the Soviet Union, appear

willing to build giant concept-oriented experiments based on technology

near at hand. Perhaps we should leave building the primative monsters

to them and get on with technically more daring but potentially more fruit-

ful undertakings.

This suggestion that the U. S. be more daring in its fusion

research may be a little like suggesting to a mountaineer struggling up

a vertical cliff that he go back down and climb another cliff that looks

more formidable. That may be the kind of advice he'd rather do without.

But let's consider possibilities.

The reason tokamak power plants are likely to cost billions

each is because of their size and complexity. Size and complexity appear

to me to be the No. 1 non-technical obstacles to bringing fusion into use

as a true energy option in a reasonable number of years. Small simple

things can be brought into commercial use quickly. Large complex things

cannot- Very large power plants are hard to commit, hard to site, hard

to cool, hard to transmit energy out of, take forever to bring into operation,

and offer little opportunity for repetitive feedback of learning and exper-

ience. If fusion reactors are developed for first commercial use on a size

scale larger than today's fission reactors, they may be forever coining and

never arrive.

The size scale of today's fission reactors may be too large for

expeditious introduction of any new technology such as fusion. The front

end costs for major technology development are becoming too great for

individual companies to fund, as attested to by General Atomic's McCormack

at the San Francisco AIF meeting. Recent power industry studies of supply
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problems in the nvtclear fuel cycle indicate that the size of things may

be out of hand. Direct involvement of utilities and government in the

fission supply business is suggested. Straightening out such matters

takes time. Fission has no choice but to forge ahead. There is no

scaling back with fission. The precedents, the requirements, the scaling

have all been established and tailored for very large fission units.

But fusion is different. The precedents and scale have not

been set. Small units with unit-type construction are still possible -

that is, one loop, zero redundancy systems have not yet been ruled

out for fusion.

Figure 6 illustrates a small fusion power plant somewhat akin

to early small simple fission plants like our Humboldt Bay nuclear unit.

I should point out that Humboldt is a very economic unit in spite of its

65 megawatt size. If it were built again to its original plan and schedule

it would cost perhaps only double per kilowatt what a modern unit 20 times

larger would cost. Of course, we're still backfitting it. But one wonders,

had we been content to build one or two Hutnboldts a year, modifying the

design and unit size and adding the backfitting in a more evolutionary way,

where would that design be today. In our rush to scale up to huge unit

sizes, did we adequately consider the non-economies of scale, such as long

lead times, agonizing delays, imperfect feedback of experience, and licensing

responses of appropriate hugeness.

Figure 6 represents a small modular fusion power generating unit

of about 150 Mwe net output. The design is not complete and self con-

sistant because there are big gaps in the technology so I won't go into

its details. However, it is a desirable fusion reactor size to work toward

if it can be achieved and done with reasonable economics. Admitedly, these

are big ifs. But keep in mind that the alternative is scaled-up plants of

staggering size and complexity and restructuring the energy industry around

a multi-organization team approach to projects. I know of no power company

that prefers a team approach to power projects over total ownership.
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The rnodular plant is sized to be committed and installed

repetitively within the means of a large number of individual electric

utilities and whose major components could be offered competitively,

largely shop fabricated, and warranted within the means of several

individual suppliers. Unit costs of three or four hundred million

dollar1? (1985 $ basis) might be acceptable for introductory units if

there i?. promise for subsequently lowering the cost. What we're dealing

with here is seeking economies of scale by repetition, simplicity, and

speeding up experience turn-around time. It's the combined cycle approach

applied to nuclear fusion.

Is a Modular Fusion Unit Possible?

I am not hopeful about being able to achieve a practical modular

unit with a toroidal reactor. A commitment to toroids appears to be a

commitment to very large units. Thus, I tend to equate toroids to the

scale-up route to economic fusion power - a further off option than what

I think we should be trying for.

Don't take me the wrong way. Toroids may be the only things

that will work. If so, the scale-up route to fusion may be the only way

we'll ever get fusion power. But that is not a quick turn-around develop-

ment. That route puts fusion power a very long way off.

To bring fusion into the nearer term and to make it even worth

talking about in a 1976 AIF Conference, we've got to consider potentially

simpler and smaller possibilities. If the size problem of toruses were

attacked and the complexity of toruses which also dictates large size

were also overcome, toroids might be possible for modular units. The

greatest hopes in this regard are non-circular tokamaks, such as Doublet

(Figure 7a), and Tormac (Figure 7b). These efforts are important to the

eventual outcome of toroidal fusion reactorc.

Mirror Reactors

Of all the conceptual designs of basic mainline magnetic concepts,

the one that appears closest to satisfying the goals described here except
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for the gaps in the technology is the mirror machine with a spherical wall,

shown in Figure 8. The mirror coils are contained in a pair of saddle-

shaped structures, one over the top of the spherical vacuum chamber and

the other oriented 90° from the first and around the bottom of the chamber.

Plasma is held impelrectly in a roughly spherical shape about 8/10ths the

diameter of the chamber. Helium coolant flows as shown in the figure.

Dr. Fowler, Associate Director of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,

likes to point out that a tokamak is basically a circle of mirror machines.

Specifically, the wall surface for a given vacuum wall diameter for a

spherical mirror machine is one over ten-fourths pi (1/7.854) times the

area of a torus with the proportions of T-20 which were shown earlier.

This suggests that a concept that can be built around a spherical wall

can be scaled down by nearly a full factor of ten compared to a torus.

Although Figure 8 is based on a reactor with an outside coil diameter

of about 24 meters, LLL was kind enough to supply figures for a reactor with

roughly half the linear dimensions of that shown in the figure. The 12 meter

overall diameter reactor has about a 4 meter diameter spherical vacuum chamber.

A confinement nY of 4.8 x 10^3 ion-seconds/milliliter and ion temperature of

200 kev, or roughly 2 billion °C, were used in the design. The neutron

wall loading is 3.8 Mw/m^ and the total fusion energy produced is about

400 Mw including energy produced by neutron absorption in the blanket.

Because of plasma leakage out the mirrors, very high conversion efficiency

is required to net 99 electrical megawatts.

These figures sound quite tolerable until one looks more closely

at the leakage problem. Figure 9 shows the power flow for the 4 meter

wall, 12 meter overall reactor. This indicates that 312 megawatts of

electrcity must be fed into the injectors to get 51 megawatts of fusion

energy in plasma ions; 300 megawatts leaks out the mirrors and must be

efficiently recovered and reinjected. The circulating power which must be

handled and passed through several energy conversion steps is more than

triple the net electric output. It might be argued that a gas turbine has

similar circulating power. However, its circulating power does not require

so many conversion steps.
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I believe the direct; mirror leakage must be reduced by a factor of ten or

more to turn this basic concept into a practical fision energy option.

Cylindrical Reactors

If the mirror leakage problem is incapable of being overcome,

there is little hope for having a spherical or near-spherical fusion plasma.

Cylindrical reactors can be structurally simple. However, most cylindrical

approaches use quick pulses and very long lengths, on the order of kilometers,

and let the plasma flow freely out the ends. The length problem of cylindrical

reactors must be overcome to make them suitable for modular units.

So, the answer to the question, is a modular unit possible?,

appears to be "yes" for the mirror reactor, if it can be made to work at

all, and "maybe" for toroids and cylinders.

Attacking the Obstacles to the Fusion Power Option

The future of fusion as a nearer term energy option as I have

pictured it here appears to hang primarily on overcoming the mirror leakage

problem and secondarily on overcoming the size and complexity problem of

toroids and the length problem of cylinders. The primacy of the mirror

leakage problem in the overall fusion application picture seems inescapable.

Fusion is one thing if the mirror leakage problem can be overcome, and it

is something very different if it cannot.

This problem appears to me worthy of a crash program or> its own.

A blue sky effort to overcome the direct leakage problem of

mirrors is illustrated in the upper part of Figure 10. It involves creating

a current of ions in the plasma strong enough to reverse the direction of the

magnetic field at the center. The field arrangement is roughly equivalent to

suspending a bar magnet between the poles of another magnet as illustrated to

the right. This approach closes the inner field lines within the basic simple

mirror. Some success in achieving field reversals has been achieved using

electron beams. Perhaps this approach using ions will eventually be successful

but it is not yet anything that can be counted on.
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A brute force attack on direct leakage does not appear to have

gotten much experimental attention. Anything which totally blocks or closes

the leakge is likely to have to withstand the full force of plasma-pressure.

It seems f.o me that total blockage is not what is needed. Something which

allows enough leakage to permit a gradient would appear to be more desirable.

It would still permit fuel to be added and provide a way for wastes to leave

the plasma.

The lower part of Figure 10 shows some approaches which appear
to need experimental attention:

(a) using small tori to close part of the direct leakage path so that

ions on a course that leads to an open path must pass through

the main plasma body many times before they escape;

(b) using magnetic fences to diffuse the flow out the mirrors;

(c) use of partial electric fields on expanded plasma to retard

free flow;

(d) using the pinch effect of electron beams;

(e) combir.r Lions of (a), (b), (c), and (d).

There are undoubtedly other and better ideas. My concern is that

this potentially high payoff area for experimentation is held back by lack

of recognition of where the true need for fusion lies.

Another aspect of the spherical mirror reactor shown earlier that

needs to be assaulted experimentally is the splitting of a plasma into

selective leakage ports. Engineers are going to need to know whether

and how far this approach can be applied before they can put a self con-

sistent design together and be reasonably sure it will work. Experimental

proof that a plasma can be split in this manner could open up new concept

possibilities by permitting closure of cusps and multipoles.

Furthermore, opportunities for paring dovm the cost of the magnet

structure by varying proportions of t:he basic mirror need to be explored.

There may be ways to trade off plasma design perfection against magnet and

structure cost and come out significantly ahead,
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And finally, if the preceding problems yield to concentrated

effort, advanced fuels and direct conversion for net power should be pursued.

A D-He3 direct conversion reactor might be the only way we'll ever get a

nuclear plant located at the load center. The mirror, which appears to

be more tolerable of the high temperatures required has much to offer in

this regard.

I do not advocate backing off on any of the basic technical work

that is going on. I am not an expert in this area and must assume that

those who are are pursuing what needs to be pursued. I assume that TFTR

is necessary, that T-20 is necessary, and that an MX mirror project is

necessary.

But surely a domestic energy hungry great nation like the United

States can muster up the necessary additional resources to attack not just,

the science of fusion but the obstacles to practicality.

I have been picking on the problems of the mirror reactor because

of its desirable size and tolerance of high temperature. I believe the size

problem of toroids and the length problem of cylinders should also be

aggressively attacked, but not by cutting back existing programs.

Arrival of the Fusion Option

Figure 11 is my idea of what a fusion energy option should look

like. Here we see a string of modest-size fusion power modular units like

the one in Figure 6. Each unit represents a commitment an individual utility

can handle at one time. Each represents components competing suppliers can

provide, fabricate under controlled conditions such as shop fabrication, and

warrant. The later units incorporate the learning, the experience in engineering,

licensing, constructing, and even backfitting experience, obtained with earlier

units. Economies are achieved through repetition, continuity of work, learning,

and shop volume rather than by scale up of unit size.

Not shown are the effects on society and business of a steady,

on-going energy development with reasonable lead times and comfortable

steps and a great optimism for better energy plants in the future.
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Conclusion

What I have described is just one way to approach fusion from

the standpoint of need. It is not the only approach and may not be the

best.

However, I do believe that we will need a real fusion energy

option and the sooner we can get it the better. The need for a good

fusion option is too great to let its development follow the course of

least technical resistance. Let's not have just something that works

but is awkward, huge, or impossible to apply. Let's have a fusion option

we can use.


